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A “must-read” for local or regional food companies looking to get on – and stay on – 
the retail shelf and maximize the value of their brand.”

Edward Reidy, President Happy Apples

Moving Your Brand Up
the Food Chain™

Marketing Strategies to Grow Local 
& Regional Food Brands

By Patrick Nycz
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“Natural, organic, local, sustainable, craft, artisan – the market for food is exciting and
dynamic – and the market is open to food entrepreneurs with exciting new prod-
ucts/concepts. But, building a local or regional food brand and carving out space in the
food store and food service market is a daunting task for anyone, let alone an entre-
preneur/small company.

In Moving your Brand up the Food Chain, Patrick Nycz has pulled back the curtain on
building an exciting and profitable food brand. Loaded with original research and case
examples, Nycz takes the food entrepreneur/regional food company through every
step of the brand building process in a pragmatic, focused way. (Not to be missed is
Chapter 3, The Buyer Perspective, where results of extensive interviews with food buy-
ers/retailers provide deep insights into what it takes for a new food product/company
to be successful with their organizations). If you are ready to take your food product
from the farmer’s market or CSA to the food store, or ready to take your local brand
to regional/national distribution, this book is for you.”

Jay Akridge, Glenn W. Sample Dean of Agriculture, Purdue University

“I’ve seen the principles in this book in action! There is no question the marketing
strategies Patrick and NewPoint has guided us through work and have been a big part
of growing our Indiana Kitchen brand over the past decade.”

Russell L Yearwood, President, Indiana Packers Corp.

“Through this book, Patrick presents a systematic process that really helps you focus
on what’s important for the success of your products and brand allowing you to avoid
costly and brand-killing trial and error. Everyone knows it’s important to stand out but
you must get on the retail shelf first. This book will guide there and maximize the value
of your brand.”

Edward Reidy, President Happy Apples

Even after working and being so familiar with Patrick and his marketing team for more
than 30 years, it’s still fascinating to see their principles outlined so clearly in this book.
It’s like the reverse of applied learning, and it only validates how they have a unique
ability to know your business so well, and still surprise you with new ideas. Without
question, for anyone in the food-industry who is thinking in terms of a brand launch—
rather than a product launch—these pages offer a great recipe.”

Michelle Wibel, CFSP, President, Nemco Food Equipment
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A really great systematic approach to branding with a focus on food & beverage com-
panies. The retail buyer quotes and perspectives add a very practical approach to the
creating, producing, marketing and selling a product. Nice job!

Cary Gutwein, President, Copper Moon Coffee

“

In the local food-flooded market, voicing your own story is key to standing out in the
sea of competing brands. But where do you begin? The first, and often hardest, step is
articulating why you do what you do. No one can tell that story better than you, and
this book will help. Nycz and his team at NewPoint are veterans at helping companies
attain their foundational brand messaging. Moving Your Brand Up the Food Chain is an
invaluable compass for orienting your brand and getting it on track.”

Heather Tallman, Indiana Grown Membership Development Program Manager, 
Indiana State Department of Agriculture

It is as if a string of perfect miracles needs to happen for a successful new food product
launch. Patrick’s book is laid out in clear detail like a road map to achieve these goals.

Vince Ligas, 41 Years Retail Meat Industry

As a former marketer at General Foods, as well as President of a Consumer Retail Pack-
age Company, I can tell you Patrick’s book captures the essence of what regional food
companies need to know to be successful marketing, selling and distributing their food
products to retailers. This book could be re-titled, “Quick Review of Marketing Essen-
tials for Successful Selling.” Use this book as your constant reference during the entire
life cycle of your food product line, and this will insure long term success.

Barrie Simpson, Food & Consumer Products President, Retired

Are you a small regional brand going up against the big guys? Want to expand your dis-
tribution and increase your margins? Read this book and learn how with Patrick and
his NewPoint team helped double our retail sales 3 years in a row!

Randy Toleman, Food Industry Consultant, Past V.P. Sales & Marketing, Mariah
Packing Co & Indiana Packers Corp.
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Chapter 12

BRAND ACTIVATION

When my team and I talk about the role of marketing in your food

production business, one of our go-to, big-picture metaphors involves

what we call the three-legged stool. It usually goes something like the

following.

LEG ONE IS MARKETING.

The marketing leg of the stool represents the process of creating

brand awareness and finding marketing opportunities. It positions your

company and its food brand by differentiating it from the competition,

highlighting its unique features and benefits, and developing an effective

call-to-action for setting up sales and bringing in leads. In a best-case

scenario, good advertising reaches the qualified and most coveted target

audience, creating a brand preference. In short, turn advertising on to

drive your target market toward sales. Note, if the marketing leg of the

stool works too hard, sales may not have the capacity to convert.

LEG TWO IS SALES.

The sales leg of the stool represents the process of delivering on the

brand promise that the first leg, marketing, has made. The sales leg val-

idates that the target market is, indeed, a potential customer and that

they value the brand and the company for the right reasons. Sales also

confirms that your company and its brand can deliver what the target

market is looking for at a fair price. Furthermore, sales are responsible

for ensuring that both the buyer and the end-line consumer receive the
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correct message. Ideally, sales does more than convert your target mar-

ket into a one-time customer. The goal is to convert it into a recurring

and long-term customer. In short, you must inspire sales to drive the

target market to sales conversion. Note, if the sales leg of the stool works

too hard, operations may not have the capacity to convert.

LEG THREE IS OPERATIONS.

The operations leg of the stool represents the process of getting

your branded food product to the new customer, therefore delivering on

the promise that sales made to your new customer. This obviously

comes down to production capacity. The buyers need to know that you

can deliver the goods and support restocks, but it’s more than simply

keeping up with orders. Operations must also deliver the quality and

customer service levels that directly tie back into the brand promise

made by your marketing and sales legs of the stool.

In this metaphor of the three-legged stool, all three legs—market-

ing, sales, and operations—must work in concert to act as a platform for

growing your food production business. If even one leg does not oper-

ate properly, then the stool collapses—your company falters and you

could potentially lose business and your market share as a result. If oper-

ations and sales aren’t properly aligned with marketing, then time and

money are bound to be wasted.

The three-legged stool concept is a good metaphor to keep in mind

as you build your marketing plans and develop your food brand’s acti-

vation strategies. The development process also requires a firm under-

standing of your company’s overall plans and goals, which has been

discussed at length before, but will briefly addressed again here. In this

chapter, I’ll also discuss the development of a plan that supports aggres-

sive “turns” and both brand awareness and brand engagement tactics.
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MARKETING AND ACTIVATION BASICS

There are several fundamental factors that should always be kept in

mind as you develop your brand activation program. They touch on

topics such as reach, money, and growth.

Intended reach.Determine how many consumers your brand acti-

vation plan should reach and how you intend to reach them. You should

decide if your program is national, regional, or local in scope. You also

must choose which media channels offer optimum ways to reach your

target audience.

Relevance.Make sure that your brand activation program conveys

your brand’s core message and differentiates it from your competition.

Ideally, your activation programs will integrate with all other aspects of

your marketing and business plans.

Scalability. Is your brand activation program flexible enough to

adjust to potential increases or decreases, depending on its ongoing

progress? You must plan for growth and prepare for the opposite.

Return on investment. While all brand activation programs are

not strictly measured in terms of sales made and dollars earned, you

should be able to track a plan’s costs and benefits. Profits made, market

share earned, turns on shelves increased, data captured, and consumer

feedback collected are all returns on investment as brand activation pro-

grams are designed to promote lasting consumer engagement.

Marketing Plans and Goals

Above all, the primary purpose of any marketing plan is to sell

products and grow its market share. To get there, you must engage with

your target audience and create brand awareness, invite trial, encourage

the audience’s continued usage, and develop brand affinity through

product differentiation. Your plan should already be solidified, based on
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all the previous work you and your company have done, which includes

comprehensive market analysis and positioning research. The goals you

set for your brand should be well-defined, measurable, and realistic. In

many ways, the remainder of your marketing plan depends on three

things: time, target, and money.

You need to take your time as you consider the marketing options

available to you within the brand activation space. Which marketing

channels are best for your brand? Which tactics are most likely to reach

your target market and offer you the best return on investment? How

much are you realistically able to spend on your marketing plan? In

addition, it’s also important to remember that your marketing plans

themselves take time to develop and mature after they are launched.

Long-term relationships with your consumers are just as important, if

not more important, than immediate sales, so it’s crucial that you take

your time to get your marketing plan right from the start and then let it

run its course.

Supporting Turns and Sell-Through

Brand activation, by definition, is the art of driving consumer

action through brand interaction and brand experiences. The goal of

this consumer action is to invite brand trial, gain brand awareness, build

brand popularity, and ultimately provide consumers with the kind of

emotional experiences that make them feel personally connected to your

brand. Effective brand activation programs can introduce new product

lines, revitalize stagnating brands, reinforce brand positioning, and

increase overall brand awareness.

The buyers we interviewed regularly stated that many manufactur-

ers seem to believe that their only job is to get products on the shelves,

which couldn’t be further from the truth. Manufacturers like you also

have the responsibility of moving these products after they hit the
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shelves. The ultimate purpose of brand activation is the production of

what industry insiders call turns. Turns refer to the number of times

your inventory is replaced or “turned over” by your buyers/retailers.

Turns at the buyer/retailer level result from sales at the consumer level,

and you want your turns to happen as fast as possible because a higher

turn rate makes it difficult for your buyers/retailers to displace your

brand with a competing product. Ideally, it’s your brand that does the

displacing. To support turns and sell through at the register, you must

market to both your retailers and your consumers. As defined by kpili-

brary.com, sell-through is a percentage of units sold during a period and

it is calculated by dividing the number of units sold by the beginning on-

hand inventory in a given time period.

MARKETING TO CONSUMERS

Television spots, radio plugs, event sponsorship, and all the other

methods of brand awareness and engagement are important if you can

afford them. However, the most cost-effective and foundational way to

support turns and sell through is by marketing directly to consumers.

This is ground zero of your brand’s introduction, invitation to trial, and

awareness building. The two basic tactics for marketing to consumers

are shopper marketing and aggressive couponing.

Shopper Marketing

You’ve already read about the impulsive nature of a typical con-

sumer’s shopping behavior. According to a consumer buying habits

study conducted by the Point-of-Purchase Advertising Institute and the

Meyers Research Center, a full 70 percent of purchasing decisions are

made in-store, and 68 percent of in-store purchases are based on
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impulse. This adds up to a lot of impulse buying, which is where shop-

per marketing comes into play.

As previously mentioned, shopper marketing involves making all last-

minute appeals to consumers when they are standing at the shelf and

deciding on a purchase. Shopper marketing can take many forms, includ-

ing shelf-mounted coupon machines, shelf signs, floor graphics, and point-

of-purchase promotions like case dividers and end cap displays. Shopper

marketing also includes the use of coupons added to mobile phone retail

apps and redeemed at the store, a process that is growing exponentially due

to convenience and instant redeem ability. In fact, according to retail-

dive.com, spending through mobile coupons is expected to grow from $5.4

billion in 2012 to $43 billion by the end of 2017.

It’s important to remember that shopper marketing does not have

to be an overwhelming, all-or-nothing proposition. How and when you

choose to employ shopper marketing tactics depends on your budget,

your brand strategies, and your brand position.

Couponing

Couponing is a relatively inexpensive and scalable way to drive trial

use, encourage continued purchase, and increase overall brand aware-

ness. In all their variations, coupons are the bread and butter of tradi-

tional marketing. While the popularity of traditional media has

declined, newspapers and magazines are still read by tens of millions of

people daily. According to the Retail Feedback Group, 50 percent of all

shoppers read printed circulars to find deals when planning a visit to the

supermarket, 32 percent clipped coupons, and 25 percent read a printed

in-store circular.

Free-standing inserts (FSIs), along with daily newspapers and other

periodicals, are a highly effective channel for coupons. Valassis RedPlum
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